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On the Generalized Springer Correspondence 
for Classical Groups 

G. Lusztig and N. Spaltenstein 

In [4], the first named author defined a generalization of Springer's 
correspondence [10] between unipotent classes of connected reductive al
gebraic groups and Weyl groups representations. Several explicit compu
tations are also carried out in [4]. These computations extend in particular 
Shoji's earlier determination [7] of the usual Springer correspondence for 
SOn(k) and SP2n(k), char (k) =1= 2. We consider here the following cases. 
1) SP2n (k), char (k) = 2. 
2) S02n (k), char (k) = 2. 
3) Spinn (k), char (k) =1=2, the part of the correspondence which doesn't 

survive in SOn(k). 
4) SL,.(k) (only for reference purpose, since it is not treated explicitly 

elsewhere). 
In view of the results in [4], this completes the explicit determination 

of the generalized Springer correspondence for groups of classical type, 
and almost completes it in general since for exceptional groups it is de
scribed in [9] up to minor indeterminacies. 

§ O. Notation and recollections 

0.1. In this paper k is an algebraically closed field and G is a 
connected reductive algebraic group defined over k. 

0.2. Let t be a prime, t=l=char(k), and letQe be an algebraic closure 
of Qt. If H is a finite group, H'" denotes the set of all isomorphism 
classes of irreducible representations of H over Qt. 

0.3. For x E G, let Ca(x) be the centralizer of x in G and let Aix) = 
Ca(x)/C~(x) be its group of components. Let 9(a be the set of all G-con
jugacy classes of pairs (u, cp) with u E G unipotent and cp E Aa(u)"'. 

0.4. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical U 
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,and let M be a Levi factor of P. Let u E G, u' E M be unipotent. The 
group Ca(u) X C y(u')U acts on 

Yu,u'={x E Glx-1ux E u'U} 

by 

(g, m)·x=gxm- I (g E Ca(u), me Cy(u')U, x E Yu,u')' 

Let du,u'=! (dim Ca(U) + dim Cy(u'» + dim u. It is known that dim Yu,?J! 
<,du,u" The group Aa(u) X Ay(u') acts on the set Xu,u' of all irreducible 
,components of Yu,u' of dimension du,u'; the corresponding permutation 
representation is denoted eu,u" 

(1) 

We review now some of the results of [4J. 
The pair (u, cp) is said to be cuspidal if 

Given a pair (u, cp) E 9Ca, there exist P, M, u' as above and cp' E Ay(u')" 
such that 
i) (u', cp') is cuspidal for M. 

ji) <cp®cp'*, eu,u'> *0, where cp'* is the dual of cp'. 
Moreover (P, M, u', cp') is unique up to conjugacy, and one associates 

to (u, cp) an irreducible representation p~,~ E (Na(M)jM)". This gives a 
map 

where the disjoint union is over all the conjugacy classes of 4-tuples 
(P, M, u', cp') with P, M, u' as above and cp' E Ay(u')" such that (u', cp') is 
cuspidal for M, or equivalently, as it turns out, over all the conjugacy 
classes of triples (M, u', cp') with (u', cp') cuspidal for M and M a Levi factor 
of some parabolic subgroup of G. The generalized Springer correspond
ence is this map pa. It is a bijection. 

We shall use in particular the following properties of pa [4, 9.5]. 
( 2) If (u, cp) E 9Ca maps to the trivial representation 1 E (Na(M)j M)" 

in the copy corresponding to (M, u', cp'), then the class of u in G is induced 
from the class of u' in M in the sense of [6]. 

(3) If (u, cp) E 9Ca maps to the sign representation e E (Na(M)jM)" 
in the copy corresponding to (M, u', cp'), then u is conjugate to u'. 

Our main tool for the identification of the generalized Springer corre
spondence is the restriction formula [4, 8.3]. Let L be a Levi factor of 
some parabolic subgroup of M (and hence of G), let U E L be unipotent 
and let -.Jr E AL(U)", Assume that (u, -.Jr) is cuspidal for L and that both 
(u, cp) E 9Ca and (u', cp') E 9Cy correspond to (L, v, -.Jr). Then 
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where Res p~,'P is the restriction of p~,'P from NaCL)/L to NM(L)/L and q/* 
is the dual of cp'. Moreover every irreducible representation of Aa(u) X 
AM(u') which occurs in Cu,u' can be obtained in this way. 

0.5. Let n E N. We write partitions of n as sequences 

0.6. For n~ 1 let Wn be a Weyl group of type Bn. Let also Wo= 1. 
For n~2let W~c Wn be a Weyl group of type Dn. Let also W6= Wi = 1. 
For n<O let W;;-=f}. 

The set W;;- is parametrized in a natural way by ordered pairs of 
partitions (a, (3) with Xai+X(3i=n. We use the convention that the 
trivial representation corresponds to (a, (3) with a = (n), and that the sign 
representation corresponds to (a, (3) with (3=(1,1, ···,1) (n terms). 

Let W;;-' be the quotient of W~'" by the natural action of WnIW~. 
The parametrization of W;;- by pairs of partitions induces a parametriza
tion of W;;-' by unordered pairs of partitions {a, (3}. Moreover {a, (3} 
corresponds to exactly one (resp. two) element(s) of W~'" if and only if 
a-=l=(3 (resp. a=(3), and we say in this case that {a, (3} and the correspond
ing elements of W;;-' and W~'" are non-degenerate (resp. degenerate). 

0.7. Let G=SP2n, char (k)=2 and let M be a Levi factor of some 
parabolic subgroup of G. Then M has a cuspidal pair (u, 't) (u E Muni
potent, 't E AM(uY') if and only if it is of type em for some m of the form 
d(d-l)(d~ 1), and up to conjugacy it has at most one. As {d(d-l)ld~ I} 
{d(d-l)ld E Z, d odd}, the generalized Springer correspondence for G is a 
bijection [4, 10.5] 

9(a~ U W;;--d(d-ll' 
dEZ 
dodd 

0.8. Let G=S02n, char (k)=2 and let M be a Levi factor of some 
parabolic subgroup of G. Then M has a cuspidal pair (u, 't) (u EM uni
potent, 't E AM(U)"') if and only if M is of type Dm for some m of the form 
d 2 with d~ 0 even, and up to conjugacy it has at most one. (In [4, 10.7] 
the condition that d is even was erroneously omitted.) The generalized 
Springer correspondence for G is thus a bijection [4, 10.7] 

( 1 ) 9(a~W~"'U( U W;;-_d')' 
d>O 
d even 

Let G=02n' Then GIG acts on 9(a and on the set of all unipotent 
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classes of G. We say that an element of 91a or a unipotent class of G is 
non-degenerate (resp. degenerate) if it is fixed (resp. not fixed) by this 
action. It is known that (u,rp) E 91a is degenerate if and only if u is degener
ate, and in this case Aa(u) = 1 and rp= 1. Let 91~ be the quotient of 91a by 
G/G. Then (1) induces a bijection 

(2) 91~->- W~' U ( U W~_ d')' 
d>O 
d even 

We shall actually describe (2) instead of (1). The passage from (2) 
to (1) is easily done in terms of Richardson classes and Macdonald repre
sentations, using [6, 3.5] and [8, n.7.6]. 

0.9. For SP2n (resp. S02n), char (k) = 2, the generalized Springer cor
respondence gives natural partitions 

(resp. 91a = U 91 d , 
dEN 
d even 

Aa(u)~ = U Aa(u); 
dEZ 
dodd 

Aa(u)~ = U Aa(u);). 
dEN 
d even 

0.10. Let G=Spin n , char (k):#: 2. There is a natural isogeny IT: G 
--+SOn' The unipotent classes in G are mapped bijectively to the unipotent 
classes in San' If u EGis unipotent, the sizes of the Jordan blocks of IT(u) 
give a partition A of n. The partitions A which occur in this way are ex
actly those which for each even integer m> 2 have an even number of parts 
equal to m. Moreover such a partition A characterizes a single unipotent 
class in G, except if all its parts are even. In this last case A corresponds 
to two unipotent classes of G, and the union of the images under IT of 
these classes is a single conjugacy class in On. 

Let Z be the centre of G and let Zo be the kernel of IT. There are 
natural partitions [4, 14.2] 

The restriction of the generalized Springer correspondence to U X(Zo)~1 91 x 
is essentially the same as the generalized Springer correspondence for San' 
We fix now a representation X E Z" with XI zo:#: 1. The subset 91x of 91a 
is described in [4, 14.4]. In particular the map which associated to (u, rp) 
E 91a the partition A(U) gives a bijection between 91x and the set Xn of all 

partitions A of n such that: 
i) for each even integer m> 2, A has an even number of parts equal 

to m. 
ii) fer each odd integer m, A has at most one part equal to m. 
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Let M be a Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup of G. , Then up to 
conjugacy there exists at most one pair (u, t) e ~M which is cuspidal and 
such that the subset of ~G corresponding to (M, v, t) is contained in ~z. 
Moreover up to conjugacy there exists exactly one such triple (M, v, t) for 
each integer de Z such that d n (mod 4) and d(2d -I)::;;; n. If d e Z has 
these properties, the corresponding subgroup M of G is of type B(d, -1)(2cL+I)/2 

+A1+A1+ '," ifn,is odd, Dd,(2d,-I)/2+AI +AI + ... if n is even, where the 
number of factors Al is -Hn-d(2d-I)). For de {O, I} these expressions 
must be understood .as follows. The Dynkin diagram of M consists of the 
dots marked in black in the Dynkin diagram of G: 

d=1 ~ •••••••• ~ 

d=O ~ •••••••• --.-.< 
or ~ •••••••• ----< 

(if d=O only one of these diagrams actually occurs; which one depends on 
X). 

The restriction to ~l of the generalized Springer correspondence for 
G is therefore a bijection [4, 14.6] 

(1) 

~l~ U W~-d(2d,-I»/4' 
dEZ 
4ln-d 

We shall describe combinatorially the corresponding bijection 

Xn~ U W~-d,(2d,-I»/4' 
d,EZ 
4ln-d 

0.11. If we want to check whether a pair Cu, cp) e ~G is cuspidal, it is 
usually not necessary to test 0.4 (1) with all parabolic subgroups of G. For 
example, if G=SP2n (resp. S02n), choose M of type Cn _ 1 (resp. D n _ I ). 

Suppose that < eu , u', cp) Ao(u) = 0 for every unipotent element u' e M. Then 
(u, cp) is cuspidal. Similarly, if G=Spin2n (resp. Spin2n +l ) and (u, cp) e ~x' 
with X as in 0.10 satisfying Xlz.* 1, let M be of type Dn - 2+A1 (resp. Bn - 2 

+A1). Suppose that <eu,u" CP)AO(U) =0 for every unipotent element u' e M 
which contributes to the part pertaining to X of the generalized Springer 
correspondence for M. Then (u, cp) is cuspidal. 

These are special cases of the following general fact. Let (Mi)iEI be 
a family· of Levi factors of proper parabolic subgroups of G. Assume that 
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this family is such that whenever L is a Levi factor of some proper para
bolic subgroup of G for which 9?L contains a cuspidal pair (pertaining to 
some fixed X E Z'" [4, 14.2)), then M is contained in a conjugate of one of 
the M/s. Then for a pair (u, f{I) E 9?a (pertaining to X) to be cuspidal, it 
is sufficient that it satisfies the condition (f{I, su.u') AG(u) =0 for every uni
potent element u' EM when M runs over the family (Mt)tGI-

In each of the cases discussed above, we have chosen one special M, 
and it follows immediately from the results in [4, §1O, 14] that we can take 
for (Mt)iEI the family consisting of this single subgroup M. 

§ 1. Some combinatorics 

1.1. Let r, s, n E N, dE Z, e= [~] E Z, and let X~:~ be the set of all 

ordered pairs (A, B) of finite sequences of natural integers A: al> •.• , am+<! 

and B: b l , •• " bm (for some m) satisfying the following conditions: 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) bl?J;s 

(4) Sai+Sbi=n+r(m+e)(m+d-e-l)+s(m+e)(m+d-e) 

Notice that (3) is void if s=o. If d is odd, (4) becomes 

(4') Sai+Sb i =n+r(m+e)2+s(m+e)(m+e+l). 

If d is even and s=O, (4) becomes 

(4") 

The set X:;~ is equipped with a shift (Jr.s' If (A, B) is as above, then 
(Jr.s(A, B)=(A', B') where A': a~, .. " a;"+d+1 and B': b~, .. " b;"+1 are de
fined as follows: 

if i= 1 

if 2~i~m+d+l 

if i= 1 

if 2~i~m+l 

Let X:;J be the quotient of X:;J by the equivalence relation generated 
by the shift and let 
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X~"= U X;:J. 
dodd 

The equivalence class of (A, B) is still denoted (A, B). 
Consider now the special case where s=o. It is clear that (A, B)>-+ 

(B, A) defiines a bijection from X;:~ to X;:~d' and an involution of each of 
the following sets: 

X~.even= U X;:~, X~.odd= U X;:~ (=X~·o). 
d even dodd 

Let y~. even (resp. y~. odd) be the quotient of X~. even (resp. X~. odd) by 
this involution. For d;;:;O, the image of X;:~d in Y~.even or Y~.Odd is de
noted Y~.d' and the image of (A, B) is denoted {A, B}. When we consider 
one of the sets Y~. even or Y~. odd' we set conventionally s = 0. 

When we consider simultaneously two elements (A, B) E X;:J and 
(A', B') E X;::r (with d-d' even), with 

A: aI' "', am + d, B: bI> "', bm 

A': ~, .. " dm'+d" B': bi, .. " b'm" 

we assume always that we have chosen representatives such that 2m+d= 
2m' +d'. In particular m=m' if d=d'. The same convention holds for 
pairs {A, B} E Y~.d and {A', B'} E Y~:.d" with d, d';;:;O and d-d' even. 

1.2. Examples. a) X~:~ is obviously in bijection with the set of all 
pairs of partitions (0:, (3) with 2ai +2 (3i =n, and therefore with W;;-. The 
same holds for Y~,d if d;;:; 1. 

b) Y~.o is obviously in bijection with the set of all unordered pairs of 
partitions {a, (3} with 2a i +2(3i=n, and therefore with W;;-'. 

c) Y~,d is the set of all symbols of rank n and defect d, as defined in 
[5](d;;:;0). 

d) X~·\ Y~,even and Y~'Odd are used in [4] to describe the generalized 
Springer correspondence for SP2n, S02n and S02n+I respectively, in the case 
where char (k)=I=2. 

e) Let no=no (d, r, s)=re(d-e)+se(d-e-I). Then X~~~d consists 
of a single element A~~~d which is represented by the following pair (A, B). 
If d>O, A is the sequence 0, r+s, .. " (d-I) (r+s) and B is the empty 
sequence. If d<O, A is the empty sequence and B is the sequence s, s+ 
(r+s), "', s+( -d-I)(r+s). If d=O, both A and B are the empty se
quence. 

If moreover d;;:; ° and s = 0, then Y~o, d also consists of a single element 
A~o,d which is the image of A~;~d' 

1.3. There is an obvious addition 
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with (A", B") = (A, B) + (A', B') defined by a.'=at+a.,!h?=bi+b~. 

If d>O, the same formula defines an addition 

In particular we have a map 

( 1 ) 
Xo.o ~xr .• 

n-no,a n,d 

where no=noCd, r, s) (1.2 (e». Similarly, for d~O we get a map 

(2) 
Y~-nO.d~Y~,d 

A~A+A~o.d 

where no=no(d, r, 0). It is easily checked that (1) and (2) are bijections. 
Combined with 1.2(a), this gives bijections 

(3) 

(4) W~no~Y~.d (d>O), W;:no~Y~.d (d=O), 

with no=no(d, r, s) for (3) and d~O, no=no(d, r, 0) for (4). 

1.4. We say that (A, B) e X;;J is distinguished if d=O and a1 ~bl ~ 

a2 ~b2 ~ ... ~am ~bm' or d= 1 and a1 ~bl ~a2 ~b2 ~ ... ~bm ~a"+l' If 
d~O, we say that {A, B} e Y~,d is distinguished if (A, B) or (B, A) is distin
guished. Let D~", D~,even,D~.odd be the sets of all distinguished elements 
in X~", Y~. even' Y~. odd respectively. 

Assume now r ~ 1. If (A, B) e X;;J, we can think of A and B as sub
sets of N. We say then that the elements (A, B), (C, D) of X~·· are similar 
if A U B = CUD and A n B = C n D. Similarity in Y~. even or Y~. odd is de
fined in the same way. 

These two notions are related as follows. 

Lemma. Assume r~ 1, and let ~ be a similarity class in X~", Y~. even 

or Y~.Odd' Then: 
( a ) ~ contains a unique distinguished element A. 
( b ) ~ is in a natural way a vector space over F2, with origin A. 

Let (A, B) or {A, B} be an element of~. For (a), write the elements 
of A and B in increasing order 
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(1) 

and let A' ={c i I i odd}, B' ={ci I i even}. Then A=(A', B') (if 'tfeX~'S) or 
A = {A', B'} (if 'tf is a similarity class in y~, even or y~, Odd) is clearly the 
only distinguished element in 'tf. 

For (b) we introduce the notion of interval. Let S=(A U B)\(A n B). 
A non-empty subset I of S is an interval of CA, B) if it satisfies the follow
ing conditions. 

i) If i<j are consecutive elements of I, thenj-i<r+s. 
ii) If i E I,j E Sand li-jl<r+s, thenj E 1. 
We say that lis an initial interval if there exists i E I with i<s, and 

that lis a proper interval otherwise. If s=O all intervals are proper. If 
s>O, after a shift there exists always an initial interval, which is obviously 
unique. 

If I is an interval and (C, D) E 'tf, then either 

(2) 

or 

(3) 

Moreover both possibilities occur if I is proper, and only (2) occurs if 
I is an initial interval. Let E be the set of all proper intervals of (A, B) or 
{A, B}. The set l]3(E) of all subsets of E is a vector space over F2. If 
~eX~'s, it operates simply transitively on 'tf as follows. The image of 
(A, B) under FeE is the pair (C, D) E C defined by the requirement that 
for every lEE, (3) holds if and only if I E F. This turns 'tf into a vector 
space over F2 with origin A. If 'tf e y~, even (resp. y~, Odd)' the same formula 
defines a simply transitive action of lj3(E) on the preimage of 'tf in X~, even 

(resp. X~, Odd)' As E itself transforms (A, B) into (B, A), we get a simply 
transitive action of l]3(E)/{0, E} on 'tf, which turns 'tf into a vector space 
over F2 with origin A. This proves (b). 

If A is the element of'tf given by (a) and 'tfeX~'s (resp. y~, even U 
y~, Odd), let i""~,s (resp. i""~) denote the similarity class 'tf equipped with its 
structure of vector space. Moreover, if E is as in the proof, let v~,n (resp. 
VA) denote the vector space lj3(E) (resp. l]3(E)/{0, E}), and for F E V~,s 
(resp. V~) let AF be the image of A under the action of F. 

§ 2. Symplectic groups in characteristic 2 

In this paragraph char(k)=2 and G=SP2n' We describe combina
torially the map (0.7) 
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ma~ U W;;'-dC<t-l) 
dez 
<todd 

2.1. Let u e G be unipotent. The conjugacy class C of u is charac
terized by the following data ([8]; see also [3], [U]). 

a) The sizes of the Jordan blocks of u give a partition A of 2n. We 
write it as 01, Az, ••• , Azm + I), with AI = 0. 

b) For each even integer i;;::: 2, if there exists j such that A J = i, we 
must specify a number e(i) e {O, I}; however, we must take e(i) = 1 if the 
number ofj's such that AJ=i is odd. 

Let CIJ be some fixed object, CIJ!fo {O, I}. It is convenient to set e(O) = 1 
and e(i)=CIJ if i;;::: 1 and e(i) is not given by (b). 

We can partition {I, 2, .. " 2m+ I} in a unique way into blocks of 
length 1 or 2 in such a way that the following hold. 

i) If e(At) = 1, then {i} is a block. 
ii) All the other blocks consist of two consecutive integers. 
Notice that if {i, i+ I} is a block, then At =AHI• 

We attach to C the sequence CI , Cz, •• " CZm +1 defined as follows. 
( 1) If {i} is a block, then 

Ct =At/2+2(i-l). 

( 2 ) If {i, i + I} is a block and eO,) = CIJ, then 

c, = (A, + 1)/2+2(i-l) 

CUI =(A,+1-1)/2+2i=c, + 1. 

(3) If {i, i+ I} is a block and e(A,)=O, then 

Ct = (A, +2)/2+2(i-l) 

C'+I =(A,+1-2)/2+2i=c,. 

Taking at=cu _I (1 :S:;;i:S:;;m+ 1), b,=czt (1 :S:;;i:S:;;m), we get a pair of 
sequences (A, B) which gives a well-defined element of X~;~. We denote it 
p(u), P(C) or Pa(u), depending on the needs of the context. 

2.2. Lemma. (a) Cl--+p(C) is a bijection from the set of all unipotent 
classes in SPzn to D~'z. 

(b) Aa(u)" is canonically isomorphic to V;(;). 

(a) That p(C) e D~'z is easily checked from the definitions, as well as 
the injectivity of Cl--+p(C). Suppose now that (A, B) e D~'z. The corre
sponding unipotent class of G is obtained as follows. Let CI:S:;; cz:S:;; ••• 

:S:;;czm +1 denote the sequence a l :S:;;bl :S:;;az:S:;;· •• :S:;;azm + I' If Ct=CUI, then 
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{i, i+ I} is a block with e(Ai)=O, and A£o AUI are recovered from 2.1 (3). 
If ct=cul -1, then {i, i+1} is a block with e(A,)=w, and ACo AUI are 
recovered from 2.1 (2). All the blocks of length 2 are obtained in this 
way, and for the others we use 2.1 (1). 

For (b) we describe first Aa(u). It is canonically isomorphic to the 
abelian group generated by the set {Stle(Athi:O} with the following 
relations: 

(1) s~=l 
(2) St =Sj if Ai =Aj, or if At is even and IAt - Aj I ~2. 
(3) st=l if At=O. 
Let A, Band cl , "', C2m + 1 be as in 2.1. As in 1.4 let S=(A UB)\ 

(A n B). Then e(At):;i:O if and only if Ci e S. Relation (2) says that if Cit 

cj belong to the same interval of (A, B), then St and Sj have the same 
image in Aa(u). Thus we get an element q[ of Aa(u) for each interval I of 
(A, B), and qJ= 1 by (1). Moreover (3) means that q[= 1 if lis the initial 
interval. 

The required isomorphism V!'(~)-Aa(u)'" is then defined as follows. 
If F is a set of proper intervals, we associate to F the linear character of 
AaCu) which takes the value -Ion q[if and only if Ie F. 

2.3. Remark. If K is a finite subfield of k and u, C are as in 2.2, it 
is known that SP2n (K) n C contains exactly I Aa(u) I conjugacy classes of 
SP2n (K). Combined with 1.3, the lemma shows thus that the number <;>f 
unipotent classes in SP2n (K) is L:d odd I W;;' d (d -I) I, a result which is due to 
Andrews [1]. The proof given here seems simpler. 

2.4. By 1.3 we have a bijection 

It follows that for G = SP2n, char (k) = 2, the generalized Springer corre
spondence can be described by a bijection 

ma~X~,2. 

Consider a pair (u, cp) with u e G unipotent and cp e Aa(u)". In 2.1 we 
have defined p(u) e D~,2. Let p denote also the bijection Aa(u)"-V;,;) 
defined in 2.2 and the bijection ma_X~,2 (u, cp}-p(u)p('P)' 

Theorem. The map p: ma_X~,2, (u, cp}-+p(u)p('P) represents the gener
alized Springer correspondence for SP2n in characteristic 2. 

The remaining part of this paragraph is devoted to a proof of this 
statement. 

2.5. We consider simultaneously all the maps p: 91SPll .. _X~,2 (n eN) 
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defined in 2.4. The main step in the proof of 2.4 is to check that they are 
compatible with the following case of the restriction formula 0.4 (4). 

Let M, u, u', Yu,u" Xu;u" Cu,u" U be as in 0.4, with M of type Cn-I' 
Recall that A a (uY' = U dodd Aa(u);;:, and similarly Ay(U')A = U dodd Ay(u');;:. 
Let lfJ e AaCu);;:, lfJ' e Ay(u');;;. We have then 

(1) If (lfJ®lfJ', cu,u'> *0, then d=d'. 
(2) If d=d', then (rp®lfJ', cu,u') = <Res :::::-1 P~'<P' P:;',<P,)Wm -1 where 

m=n-d(d-l). 

2.6. In the special case considered here, the set Xu,u' and the action 
of Aa(u) X Ay(u') are essentially described in [8]. We reformulate here the 
required results. . 

If Yu,u'*~' then Yu,u' is a sillgle orbit ullder the action of Ca(u) X 
Cy(u')U. It follows that Xu,u' is either empty or a single AaCu)XAy(u')
orbit, hence of the f9rm Aa(u) X Ay(u')jHu,u' forsome subgroup Hu,u' of 
Aa(u) X Ay(u'). 

Let A=Pa(u), A'=py(u'). Then Xu,u4~ if and only if A' can be 
deduced from A by decreasing one of the entries of A by 1. 

If X .. ,u'*~' we have a subgroup Hu, .. ' of AaCu)X.Ay(u'). We can 
describe it as follows. If A and B are groups, a subgroup C of AX B is 
characterized by the triple (Ao, Bo,J), where AO=prl(C), Bo=Bn C and f: 
Ao---+NB(Bo)jBo is defined by ar-+bBo if (a, b) e C. Let then A = Aa(u), B= 
Ay(u') and C=Hu,u" Let CI ~ ... ~C2m+1 (resp. ci ~ ... ~C~m+l) corre
spond to A (resp. A') as in 1.4(1). Recall that Aa(u) is generated by 
{stlct*cj for allj*i}. Similarly Ay(u') is generated by {s~lc:*c; for all 
j*i}. Then Ao is the subgroup of Aa(u) generated by {s,lc,*c j and c~* 
c; for allj*i}. Moreoverfis defined by 

(1) s,r-+s~ (i such that ct*cj and c:*cj for j*i) and Bo is the 
smallest subgroup of Ay(u') for which (1) actually defines a morphism 
from Ao to Ay(u')jBo. 

2.7. This description of Xu,u' allows to compute Cu,u' and 

There are various cases to consider. An example is given in 2.10. We 
find in particular 

Corollary. If n=d(d-l), with d odd, then (u, lfJ) is cuspidal if and 
only if p(u, lfJ)=A;,~ (1.2(e), and in this case u corresponds to the partition 
2n=4+8+ 12+ .. '. 

2.S. Let (A, B) e X;,~ correspond to X e W;-d(d-l)' In view of 1.3 
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and 2.5 (1) we look at the pairs (A', B') E X~::l,<! which correspond to the 
components of the restriction of X to Wn-l-<!(d-l). They are exactly those 
which can be deduced from (A, B) by decreasing one of the entries ai or 
bi by 1. Notice that since we want (A', B') E X~::l' we are allowed to de
crease ai (resp. bi) only ifi~2 and ai-ai - l >4 (resp. bi -bH >4) or i= 1 
and al >0 (resp. b l >2). We write (A, B)-+(A', B') if (A, B) and (A', B') 
are related in this way. 

Suppose that (A, B)-+(A', B'). It is easily checked that if (A, B) and 
(A', B') are similar to A E D~2 and A' E D~:'l respectively, then A-+A'. We 
are thus led to look at 

(1) 

2.9. We can now check that the system of maps P (n E N) is com-
patible with 2.5 (1) and 2.5 (2). Notice first that the condition to have 
Xu,u,*~ in 2.6 is precisely A-+A', where A=PG(u), A'=PM(U'). It follows 
that we need only to check that 2.8 (1) is the image under P of 2.7 (1). 

Let CI ':;;;C2 ':;;;· •• ':;;;C2m +1 be as in 2.6, and suppose that A' is obtained 
by decreasing Ct by 1. Both for 2.7 (1) and 2.8 (1) we have to see what 
effect this has on the intervals of A and A'. There are various cases to 
consider, and in each of them the required equality is easy to check. We 
describe now one of them and leave the others to the reader. 

2.10. Suppose i~3, Ct-2<Ct_I=Ct-4 and Ci+I=ci +3. Let I(resp. 
1') be the interval of A (resp. A') containing Ct-I=C~-I' and let J (resp. J') 
be the interval of A (resp. A') containing Ci+I=C~+1" There are two pos
sibilities. 

a) I is a proper interval of A. Then AF-+Aj,., if and only if (F, F') 
satisfies the following conditions: 

i) F\{I, J}=F'\{I', J'}. 
ii) Fn {I, J}=F' n {I', J'}=~ or {I, J}cF and {I', J'}CF'. 
On the other hand, AG(u) (resp. AM(u'» is an F2-vector space with one 

basis element ax (resp. aie) for each proper interval K of A (resp. A'), and 
Xu,u' is the quotient of AaCu)XAM(u') by the subspace Hu,u' generated by 
a/ai" a/a'.", aJa'." and the elements of the form axaie with K a proper 
interval of both A and A'. The compatibility between 2.7 (1) and 2.8 (1) is 
then clear. 

b) lis the initial interval of A. Then AF-+Aj,., if and only if F=F' 
(and in particular J if. F, J' if. F'). To get AG(u), AM(u'), Xu,,,,, we set a/= 
1, ai, = 1 in (a). Again the compatibility between 2.7(1) and 2.8(1) is clear. 

2.11. It is easily checked that P is also compatible with 0.4 (2) and 
0.4 (3). Using this, we find in particular that the restriction of P to 9ld -+ 
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W;-a(<l-I) is the correct map ifn-d(d-l)<;2. But for m~3 it is known 
that an irreducible representation of W", is entirely characterized by its 
restriction to Wm - I • Thus the compatibility of p with the restriction formula 
proves the theorem. 

§ 3. Even orthogonal groups in characteristic 2 

In this paragraph char(k)=2, G=S02n and G=02n. We describe 
combinatorially the map 

in~~W;'U (U W;::"a') 
d>D 
deven 

defined in 0.8(2). As the results and the demonstrations are similar to 
those in paragraph 2, we shall be more sketchy. 

3.1. As char (k) = 2, we have G C SP2n. If U EGis unipotent, we can 
therefore attach to u a pair (A, e) as in 2.1. We modify however the con
vention for e(O). We take now e(O) = 0, and we write A in the form 
(A\ ::;;;:; A2 ::;;;:; ••• ::;;;:; A2",). It is known that u e G if and only if A has an even 
number of non-zero parts. The class of u in G is entirely determined by 
the pair (A, e). 

We divide {I, 2, ... , 2m} into blocks as in 2.1, and we attach to the 
G-class C of u E G the sequence CI> C2, ••• , C2m defined as follows. 

( I) If {i} is a block, then 

C/ = (At - 6)/2 + 2i. 

( 2 ) If {i, i + I} is a block with e(At) = co, then 

Ct =(At - 5)/2+2i 

Ct+1 =(A/+I-7)/2+2(i+ I)=ct + 1. 

( 3) If {i, i + I} is a block with e(At) = 0, then 

ct =(At-4)/2+2i 

CUI =(At +l - 8)/2+2(i+ I)=c/. 

Taking at =c2t - l , bt =C2£ (I ::;;;:;i::;;;:;m), we get an element {A, B} E y~.o 
which doesn't depend on the choice of m. We call it p(u) or p(C) (or Pa(u) 
if this is required by the context). 

3.2. Lemma. (a) Cl-'>-p(C) is a bijection from the set of all unipotent 

02n-classes in S02n to D~,even' 
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(b) Aa(u)'" is canonically isomorphic to V;(U)' 

In this case Ao(u) can be described as follows. Consider the abelian 
group generated by the set {s,!e(,{£h=O}, subject to the relations 2.2 (1) and 
2.2 (2) (notice that 2.2 (3) is now irrelevant since e(O)=O). This group is 
naturally isomorphic to Aa(u) = Ca(u)/CJ(u). If e(,{£):;t:O the image of s, 
in Aa(u) depends only on the interval I of p(u) which contains Ct. Call it 
Or. Then Aa(u) is a vector space over F2 with basis (or)ru, where E is the 
set of all intervals of p(u), and we can identify ll3(E) with Aa(u)" in the 
obvious way. The subgroup Ao(u) of Aa(u) consists of the elements which 
can be written as a product of an even number of generators, and from 
the identification Aa(u) .... =ll3(E) we get the required isomorphism Aa<U)A~ 
ll3(E)/{~, E}= V;(U)' 

3.3. In addition to the map C>--+p(C), let p (or Po) denote also the 
following ones: 

(i) the bijection Aiu)" ~ V;(U) defined in 3.2. 
(ii) the map W~~ y~, even' (u, ((J)>--+p(u)P('P)' By 1.4 and 3.2 the map 

(ii) is also a bijection. We want to describe explicitly the bijection 0.8 (2) 

W~~W;;'U( U W;;_<l')' 
<1>0 

deven 

By 1.3 we have a natural bijection 

y~, even~ W;;' U (U W;;_<l')' 
<1>0 

deven 

Thus the generalized Springer correspondence for G can be represented 
by a bijection 

w~~ y~, even' 

The main result of this paragraph is: 

Theorem. The bijection p: W~~Y~,even' (u, ({J)>--+p(u)p('P) represents the 
generalized Springer correspondence for G = S02n in characteristic 2. 

We get also 

Corollary. Let n=d2, with d>O even. Then (u, ({J) E Wo is cuspidal 
if and only if p(u, ({J)=A~,<I (1.2 (e)). In particular the partition ,{ of2n cor
responding to the class of u is (2, 6, 10, .. " 4d - 2). 

The proofs run along the same lines as those of 2.4,2.7. We comment 
briefly on some points. 

3.4. We use the restriction formula 0.4(4) with M of type Dn _ l • 
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If {A, B} e y~, even' {A', B'} e Y~-l, even' let {A, B}-+{A', B'} denote the 
following relation: {A', B/} can be deduced from {A, B} by decreasing one 
term of A or B by 1. Let A e D~, even' A' e D~_l, even be similar to {A, B} 
and {A', B'} respectively. If {A, B}-+{A', B/}, then A-+A'. When using 
the restriction formula, we have to look at the set 

{(F, F,)IFe Vj, F' e Vj, and AF-+A~,} 

which can be computed easily in each case. 
The representation Su,U' is also essentially given by [8]. Let Yu,u'= 

{x e Glx-1ux e u' U}. Then dim Yu,u,=dim Yu,u" Let P=No(P), M= 
Np(M). If Yu,u,*~, then Co(u) X Cjj(u')U acts transitively on Y .. , .. ,. 
Moreover dim Yu, .. ,=du, .. , if and only if Pa(u)-+p!J{(u'). In this case Ao(u) 
X Au(u') acts transitively on the set X .. ,u' of all irreducible components of 
maximal dimension of Yu,u" In particular X .. , .. ' is isomorphic to Ao(u) X 
Au(u')jfiu,u' for some subgroup fiu,u' of Ao(u) X Au(u'). Let A=Ao(u), 
B=Au(u'), c=fiu,u" We describe CcA XB as in 2.6 by a triple 
(Ao, Bo,f). Let CI , •• " C2m be as in 3.1 and associate in a similar way a 
sequence ci, .. " c~m to u' e M. Then A (resp. B) is generated by elements 
St (resp. sD for i such that cJ:::f=ct (resp. c;:::f=c;) for every j:::f=i. Now Ao is 
the subgroup of A generated by 

{stlct:::f=cJ and c;:::f=c; for every j:::f=i}, 

the homomorphism f: Ao-+NB(Bo)jBo=BjBo is defined by Stl--'>-S; (i such 
that ct:::f=c j and c;:::f=c; forj:::f=i) and Bo is the smallest subgroup of B for 
whichfis actually defined. The subset Xu,u' of Xu,u' is the image in Xu, .. ' 
of the subgroup of Ao(u) X Au(u') consisting of the elements which can be 
written as a product of an even number of generators. It is also the image 
of Aa(u)XA!J{(u'), 

This allows to compute Su,u' and to work out the set 

In each case it is easy to check the compatibility of P with the special case 
of the restriction formula considered here. When A or A' is degenerate 
one should pay attention to the difference between W;' and W~"'. 

§ 4. Spin groups 

In this paragraph G=Spinn , char (k):::f=2 and X is a one dimensional 
representation of the center of G which is non-trivial on the kernel of the 
natural isogeny ,,: G-+SO". Let X" be as in 0.10. We describe in com
binatorial terms the bijection 0.10 (1) 
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Pn: Xn~ U W;-d(2d-l))/4 
dEZ dln-d 
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which represents the part of the generalized Springer correspondence per
taining to x. 

4.1. If 2 E Xn for some nand Pn(2) E W;-d(2d-l))/4, set d(2)=d. 
If mE Z, set 

d(m)={ ~ 
-1 

if m is even 

if m= 1 (mod 4) 

ifm=-1 (mod 4) 

If 2=(21) E Xn has only one part (necessarily odd), it follows from 0.4 
(2) that d(2)=d(21). 

We shall show in general that d(2) = I;i d(AJ. 

4.2. Lemma. Let 2 E Xn> fJ. E Xm • Assume that one of the following 
holds. 

(a) 2 and fJ. have the same odd parts. 
(b) for some integer s, 

Then d(2)=d(fJ.). 

ifi<s 

if i?;; s. 

We use the restriction formula 0.4(4). For (a) we can assume that 
all the non-zero parts of fJ. are odd. Choose M 0) U in such a way that u 
is distinguished in M in the sense of Bala-Carter [2]. Then M is isogenous 
to Sam X GLe, X GLC2 X .. " where £1' £1' £2' £2' ... are the even parts of 
2. Take u' = u. In this case Xu,u' can be described explicitly [9], and the 
restriction formula forces d(2)=d(fJ.). 

For (b) let n-m=4r. Choose M isogenous to SOmXGL2r and let 
u' EM correspond to the partitions fJ. in Sam and (2, 2, .. ·,2) (r terms) in 
GL2r • Then the class of u in G is induced from that of u' in M, in the 
sense of [6], and Xu,u' can be described explicitly [9] (notice that here 
IAa(u)I=IAMCu')J). Again the restriction formula gives d(2)=d(fJ.). 

4.3. Corollary. If 2 has at most two parts, then d(2) = I;d(2i)' 

This is already known if 2 = (21, 22) with 21 = O. If 21 >0, using 4.2 (b) 
we can find fJ. E {(1, 3), (2, 2), (1,5), (3,5), (4, 4), (3, 7)} such that d(2) = d(fJ.) 
and d(AI) + d(A2) = d(fJ.I) + dCfJ.2)' Let m=fJ.I+fJ.2' If m=4 or m=8, we 
have automatically d(p) =0. Ifm=6, we must have d=2. For m=lO, 
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X'" has 3 elements, two of which correspond to d = 2 and one to d = - 2. 
By 4.2, d(I, 9)=d(1, 2, 2, 5)=2. Thus d(3, 7)= -2. This proves the 
lemma. 

4.4. Our main tool is again the restriction formula. We use the 
notation introduced in 0.4, and we choose M such that 1t'(M)::;SOn_4X 
GL2• In the restriction formula, we can get non-zero contributions only 
if u' E M has the following properties. 

1) The projection of 1t'(u') on GL2 is regular. 
2) The projection of 1t'(u') on SOn_4 corresponds to a unipotent ele

ment of Spinn _4 which contributes to the part of the generalized Springer 
correspondence pertaining to X (for Spinn_4). 

The relevant unipotent. classes of M are therefore parametrized by 
X n - 4• Notice also that the parts pertaining to X of the generalized Springer 
correspondences for M and Spinn_4 are essentially the same. 

Let A E Xn correspond to the class of u in G and let m=!{n-dO) X 
{2d(A)-I)). The restriction of Pn(A) to W"'_I is multiplicity free and it is 
therefore characterized by the set Res (Pn(A))C W;;;:_I, where for 0 E W;;;: we 
define 

or equivalently by the set 

Res 0) = {A' E Xn-MO')=d(A) and Pn-lA') E Res (Pn(A))}. 

Notice that by definition 

Res (PnO))=Pn-4 (Res 0)). 

If u' gives a non-zero contribution to the restriction of Pn(A), we must 
have dim Y""""=d""",,. But dim Yu,u,=dim 1t'(Yu,u')' Hence dim 1t'(Yu,u') 
=du,u" Using results in [8, 11.6] we find then easily: 

4.5. Lemma. Let A E Xno A' E Res 0). Then exactly one of state
ments (a), (b) below holds. 

(a) There exists an integer i such that one of the follOWing conditions 
is satisfied. 

al) Ai is odd, Ai> Ai -I + 4, and 

A;={A j -4 
Aj 

a2) Ai=Ai+I~Ai_l+2 and 

ifj=i 

otherwise 
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A;~{~:=: 
Aj 

a4) Ai+1-2=Ai~Ai_I+1 and 

A;={~:=~ 
Aj 

a5) At+z=At+I=Ai+1 and 

ifj E {i, i+ I} 

otherwise 

ifj=i 

ifj=i+l 

otherwise 

ifj=i 

ifj=i+l 

otherwise 

if j E {i, i+2} 

ifj=i+l 

otherwise 
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(b) There exist distinct integers i, if such that Ai and Ai' are odd and 

if j E {i, i'l 
otherwise. 

4.6. Corollary. Let n be even and let A=(AI, Az) have exactly two 
parts. Let Pn(A) = (a, /3). Then: 

(a) Ifd(A)=O, then a=(al) and /3=(/31) where 

if d(AI) = 1 

ifd(AI) = -1 

if d(AI)=O 

(b) If d(A)=2, then a=(a l , az) and /3=(0), where 

(c) If d(A)= -2, then a=(IX1, aJ, /3=(0), where 

if d(Al) = 1 

if d(Al) = -I 

if d(A1) =0 

Let m=n-d(A) (2d(A)-I). The result is obvious if m=O, and in the 
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following cases where we can use 0.4 (2): 

d(1)=O, Al = 1 

d(1)=2, Al = 1 

d(1)= -2, Al =3. 

For the remaining cases we use induction on n, the restrictions on 
Res (1) given by 4.3 and 4.5, and the representation theory of Wm • For 
example suppose that d(A)=2. We have then by 4.3 and 4.5 

if AI=Az-4 

if I=#=A I =#=Az-4. 

Notice that A' =(AI-2, Az-2), which is allowed by 4.5 (b), does not belong 
to Res (A) since by 4.3 d(1') = -2=#=d(A). 

If AI=Az-4, we have therefore Res (1)={(11-4, Az)}, and the result 
follows. If 1 =#= Al =#= Az - 4, the result is also clear unless Res (1) has only 
one element. As pn-4 (Res (1» is of the form Res (0) for some 0 E W;;;, 
this can happen only in the following cases: 

1) AI=5 and Res (A) = {(1 , Az)}. 
2) AI=A2-12 and Res (1) = {(AI> A2-4)}. 
3) A=(5, 13) and Res (A)={(5, 9)}. 
But (1) gives Pn(1)=Pn(l, A2 +4), (2) gives Pn(1) = Pn(11 +4, AI +8), 

and, using 4.2 and 4.5, (3) gives Pn(A) = Pn(2, 2,5,9). Thus each of (1), 
(2), (3) contradicts the injectivity of pn. . 

Similar arguments apply if d(A)=O or d(A) = -2. If d(1)=O we 
cannot however rule out a priori a contribution of 4.5 (b) to Res (1), but 
this comes out of the computation. 

4.7. We go back to the situation considered in 4.4, and we assume 
that dim Yu,u,=du,u" By restriction, rc gives a double covering Yu,u'---+ 
rc(Yu,u')' The group Ao(u) X AJJ[(u' ) acts on the set of all irreducible com
ponents of rc(Yu,u') of dimension du,u" This gives a permutation repre
sentation eu,u' and a surjective morphism of representations f: eu,u,---+eu,u" 
In the restriction formula, eu,u' corresponds to the part of the generalized 
Springer correspondence coming from SOn> and Ker (f) to the part corre
sponding to X (resp. to X and its conjugate) if n is odd (resp. even). 

Let Y~,u,={y E Yu,u,irc-I(rc(y» is contained in some irreducible com
ponent of Yu,u.}. We have shown that A' E Res (1) if and only if the 
complement of Y~,u' in Yu,u' has dimension duou" 

4.8. Lemma. Let A E Xn, A' E Res (A). Then condition (a) of 4.5 
holds. 
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If A has exactly two parts, this follows from 4.6 (and even from 4.3 if 
d(A) =1=0). 

In the general case we suppose that condition (b) of 4.5 holds and we 
show that in the situation of 4.7 the complement of Y~.u' in Yu.u' has posi
tive co dimension, contradicting A' E Res (A). 

In the definition of Yu •u ' we used a parabolic subgroup P. Let 1jS be 
the variety of all conjugates of P and let ljSu.u,={XPlx E Yu.u,}. We have 
a natural map p: Yu.u'--+ljSu.u" x>-+xP, and the fibers ofp are the CM(u')U
orbits in Yu •u" In particular all the fibers have the same dimension, and 
if we set ljS~.u,=p(Y~.u')' then Y~.u,=rl(ljS~.u')' Thus it is sufficient to 
prove that 1jS~. u' is dense in ljSu. u" 

We think of 1jS as the variety of all 2-dimensional subspaces of k n 

which are totally isotropic with respect to the quadratic form used to define 
G. Let v=rr(u) E SOn. Then ljSu.u' becomes the set of all subspaces E E 1jS 
such that 

1) E is v-stable. 
2) ViE =1= I. 
3) The partition of the unipotent endomorphism of E.l.jE induced 

by v is A'. 
Let i>i' be the integers given by 4.5 (b) and let r=Ai , S=A i ,. Let 

L=Ker(v-IIE) and let el E L, el =1= O. For some h, el E Im(v-I)"-I, 
el ~ Im(v-I)". Choose e2, "', e" such that (v-I)(ej)=ej-! (1 <j:!(,h). 
Let VI = I:,}=I ke j' Vi = V t and let vi be the restriction of v to Vi. Then 
k n= VIE8Vi and h E {r, s}. There are two cases to consider. 

(i) Eelm (v-I)"-2. Then h=r and s=r-2. 
(ii) Ees;:Im (V_I)"-2. Then e2 ~ E. 
If (i) holds, we can take ez E E, and we can find j; E Ker (vi -I) n 

1m (vi-I)·-I,j; ~ 1m (v-I),. Then for each a E k the subspace Ea=kel+ 
k(e2+aj;) belongs to ljSu.u" Moreover (ii) holds for Ea if a=l=O. For our 
purpose it is therefore sufficient to study ljS;.u,={E E ljSu.u,IE~Im(v-I)"-2}. 

Let EE ljS;.u" Choose YE E such that (v-I)(y)=el and letj;= 
y-e2 E Ker(v-I). It is easily checked that h=r andj; E Im(v-O S - I, 
j; ~ 1m (v-I)'. Choose /Z, .. . ,1. such that (v-I)(ft)= ft-l (1 <j:!(,s). 
Let V=VI+I:,J=lkjj, V'=V.l.. Then k n=VE8V' and EeV. Let ljS~.u' 
= {E' E ljSu.u,IE' e V}. We need only to check that ljS~.u' n ljS~.u' is dense 
in ljS~.u" Notice that ljS~.u' is isomorphic to an open subset of P\ hence 
is irreducible. 

Let H={g E Gig fixes V' pointwise}. Then H=Spin r +.. Let y E 

rl(E), and Y~·.~,={h E Hlhy E Yu.u,}={h E Hlh-Iuh E Yu'YU}. Looking 
at the restriction of rr to Y~"~" we have reduced the problem to the case 
where A has only two parts, and we have replaced ljSu.u' by ljS~.u" In this 
case however the result is already known. In particular the set y~.;~;o of 
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all y' E Yt,,~, such that rr-\rr(y'» is contained in some irreducible compo
nent of Yt,;~, has a dense image in l.j3~,u" As we certainly have, n';~;oc 
Y~,u" we find that l.j3~,u' n l.j3~,u' is dense in l.j3~,u" as required. 

4.9. Corollary. Let n=d(2d-l), with d=l=O. Ifd>O let A E Xn be 
the partition (1, 5,9, 13, ... ). If d<O let A E Xn be the partition (3, 7, 11, 
15, ... ). Let (u, SO) E ~x correspond to A. Then (u, SO) is cuspidal. 

By 4.8 we have Res (A)=0. (This was conjectured in [4, 14.6].) 

4.10. Corollary. d(A) = 'L..d(Ai) for every A E X n • 

If A correspond to a cuspidal pair (u, SO) E ~l' this follows from 4.9. 
By 4.8, if A E Xn and A' E Res (A), then d(A)=d(A') and 'L.. d(A;) = 'L.. d(AD. 
The result follows. 

4.11. Let A E X n • Write it as (AI, A2 , •• " Am), with Al =1= 0. We define 
by induction on m a pair peA) of finite sequences of integ~rs. 

Ifm=O, peA) = «0), (0». 

Suppose m=l=O. If Am is odd, let P=(A1, •• " Am-I) E X n - lm • If Am is 
even, let p = (AI' .. " Am - 2) E X n - 2lm • We assume that pep) = (r, 0) is 
already known and we define p(A)=(a, ~). 

If v = (VI> •• " v,,) is a finite sequence of integers and r E N, let (v, r) 
denote the sequence (lil> .. " v", r). 

(a) d(Am) =0. Set r=[t(Am + 2)]-d(P), s=[tAm]+d(p). Then 

a1) If d(p) >0, a=(r, r), ~=(o, s). 

a2) If d(p)~O, a=(r, s), ~=(o, r). 

(b) d(Am) = 1. Set r=t(Am -1)-d(p). Then 

b1) If d(p) >0, a=(r, r), ~=o. 

b2) If d(p) =0, a=(o, r), ~=r. 

b3) If d(p) < 0, a=r, ~=(o, r). 

(c) d(Am)=-l. Setr=t(Am-3)+d(p). Then 

cI ) If d(p) > 1, a=r, ~=(o,r). 

c2) If d(p) = 1, a=(o, r), ~=r. 

c3) If d(p) < 1, a=(r, r), ~=o. 

Notice that r~O in all cases and s~O in case (a). 
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4.12. Lemma. Let A=OI' "', Am) e X"' define (a, f3) = pO) as in 
4.11 and let a (resp. b) be the last term of a (resp. f3). Then 

(i) Iat+If3t=t{n-dO)(2d(A)-1». 
(ii) If d(A»O, then 

a~[t(Am+3)]-d(A), b~[t{Am+ l)]+d(A). 
(iii) If d(A) ~O, then 

a~[t(A",+ 1)] + d(A), b~[t(A",+3)]-d(A) 
(iv) If d(A»O (resp. d(A)~O), let m=b-a (resp. m=a-b). Then 

for the various cases of 4.11 we have 
m~2d(A)-2 in case (b) 
2d(A)-1 ~m ~2d(A) in case (a) 
2dO)+1~m incase (c). 

(v) a and f3 are partitions. 

We use induction. Suppose for example that we are in case (bl ) of 
4.11. With the notation used there ,we have 

Iat+If3t =r+Irt+Iot 

=t(A", -1)-d(p)+t{n-A", -d(P) (2d(fl)-I» 

=t{n-d(A) (2d(A)-I». 

This proves (i) in this case. We have also 

a=r=t{A",+3)-d(A), 

b~[t(P"'_1 + 1)]+d(P)~[tA",]+d(A)-1 =t{A", - 5) + d(A). 

This proves (ii) and (iv) in this case. For (v), it is clear that f3 is a 
partition. Let c be the last term of r. Then a is a partition if c~a. But 
c ~ [t(P"'-t + 3)]-d(P) ~ [t(A", +2)]-d(P)= HA", -l)-d(fl) = a, as re
quired. Thus (v) holds in this case. 

The remaining cases are dealt with in a similar way. 

4.13. Corollary. Letde Z,d=.n(mod4),andletm=t{n-d(2d-l». 
Then A~p(A) defines a bijection from {A e X"ld(A)=d} to W;;:. 

By 4.12(i), (v) we known that A~P(A) gives a map from {A e X"ld(A) 
=d} to W~. Let A eX", d(A)=d, and let (a, f3)=p(A). By 4.12 (iv) the 
knowledge of (a, f3) and d(A) determines which case of 4.11 applies to A. 
Thus we can recover At (and A2 in case (a», the pair (r, 0) = pCp) and d(P) 
from (a,f3) and d(A).By induction we can assume that pCp) and d(P) 
determine fl' and this gives A. Thus we have an injective map from 
{A e X"ld(A)=d} to W;;:. It must be surjective since these two sets have 
the same number of elements [4J (the surjectivity can also be checked 
directly). 
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4.14. Theorem. For A e Xn let pO) be defined as in 4.11. Then peA) 
= PnO), i.e. the map 

Xn---+ U W;-;'-d(2d-l))/4 
dEZ 
4ln-d 

A~p(A) 

represents the part pertaining to X of the generalized Springer correspondence 
for G=Spinn • 

We know that this map is bijective. It is easily checked that A~pO) 
is compatible with 0.4 (2) and 0.4 (3). As in the previous paragraphs, it is 
thus sufficient to verify that it is also compatible with the restriction 
formula 0.4 (4). For A e Xn let Res'(A) be the set of all A' e X n- 4 for which 
4.S:(a) holds. Using 4.12, one can check that p(Res'(A))cRes(pO)). Thus 
we have 

But Res O)cRes' (A) by 4.8, and we certainly have 

L: jResO)j= L: L: jRes(O)j. 
'EXn dEZ ~ 

4ln-d BE W,n-a ,2d-Ill/' 

Therefore Res'O) = Res 0) and p (Res 0)) = Res (pO)), as required. 

4.15. In the proof of the theorem, we have also checked: 

Corollary. Let A e Xn , A' e X n - 4• Then A' e Res 0) if and only if 
condition (a) of 4.5 holds. 

§ 5. Special linear groups 

In this section G = SLn (k). Let p:::x: char (k) if char (k) >0, p = 1 if 
char (k) =0. 

5.1. The unipotent classes of G are parametrized by partitions of n 
in the usual way, with the regular unipotent class corresponding to the 
partition (n), and 1 e G to (1, 1, .. " 1). We identify the Weyl group W 
of G with @in and parametrize @i; by the set of all partitions of n as usual, 
with (n) corresponding to the trivial representation and (1, 1, .. " 1) to 
the sign representation. 

The generalized Springer correspondence decomposes according to 
the one dimensional characters of the centre Z of G [4, 14.21. In our case 
Z is cyclic of order n', where n' is the largest divisor of n which is prime 
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to p. Let the unipotent element u of G correspond to the partition A= 
. (AI> A2, ••• ). Let n~ be the greatest common divisor of n', AI, A2, •• '. Then 
AaCu) is cyclic of order n~. Moreover, if X e Z,... is of order d, then 

,... {I if d divides each At (i ~ 1) 
I Aa(u)x 1= 0 th . o erw.se. 

It follows from [4, 10.3] that the part of the generalized Springer cor
respondence pertaining to X e Z,... falls into a single family. More precisely, 
up to conjugacy there is a unique Levi factor L which has a cuspidal pair 
(v, t) e 91L corresponding to X, and this cuspidal pair is also unique. If X 
is of order d, then L is of type A a_1 + ... +Aa_1 (n/d factors) and v is a 
regular unipotent element of L. The group Na(L)/L can be identified with 
@5nla, and (NaCL)/L)" is thus parametrized by the set of all partitions of 
n/d. 

5.2. Proposition. Let X e Z" have order d and let the unipotent 
element u of G correspond to the partition A = (AI> A2, ••• ). Assume that 
dlAt (i~ 1), and let <p be the unique element of Aa(u);. Then the partition 
of n/d corresponding to p~.~ e (6nlaY' is Ajd=(AI/d, A2/d, ... ). 

Let m=n/d. For m= 1 there is nothing to prove, and for m=2 the 
result follows from 0.4 (2), (3). For m~3 we use induction on m and the 
restriction formula 0.4 (4) with M of type A n- a- I +Aa- I. The group 
NM(L)/L gets identified with 6"'_lc6",. As m~3, a representation p e 6;': 
is completely determined by its restriction Res (p) to 6"'-1' It is therefore 
sufficient to check that the bijection described in the proposition is com
patible with the special case of 0.4 (4) under consideration. If p corresponds 
to the partition p of m, then the irreducible constituants of Res (p) corre
spond to the partitions of m -1 which are of the form 

(PI> •• " Pt-I> Pt -1, Pt+1> ... ) 

Moreover Res (p) is multiplicity free. On the other hand, it follows from 
[8, II. 5.5] that in the restriction formula 0.4(4) the only unipotent elements 
u' which can give a non zero contribution are those which on the factor of 
M of type A,,_a_1 correspond to a partition A' =(A~, A~, ... ) with A~ ~A£ 
for each i. But we are looking at the part of the generalized Springer 
correspondence pertaining to X. Therefore if a pair (u', <p') e 91M gives a 
non zero contribution in 0.4 (4), u' must correspond on the factor of M of 
type A n- a_1 to a partition A' =(A~, A~, ... ) with dlA~ for each i, and on the 
other factor to the regular unipotent class; moreover <p' is determined by 
X. Thus to get a non zero contribution, A' must be of the form 
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Let pI. be the representation of@5", corresponding to A/d. The above and 
the induction hypothesis show that Res (p~.I") is a subrepresentation of 
Res (p;.). As this holds for all partitions A of n with dlAi for each i, we 
must have equality. This proves the proposition. 

§ 6. Examples 

6.1. Let char (k) =2. The unipotent classes in SP2n (k) are charac
terized by pairs 0, e) (2.1). In the tables below we give the partition 1 
with a subscript ° to the parts of size m whenever e(m)=O. If (A, B) e 
X;2,we identify A and B with subsets of N. 

Elements of .11,2 
({2}, fJ), (fJ, {2}) 
({O, 5}, {3}) 
({O, 4}, {4}) 
({I, 5}, {2}) 
({O, 4, 8}, {3, 7}) 

Elements of X;' 2 

({3}, fJ), (fJ, {3}) 
({O, 6}, {3}) 
({I, 6}, {2}), ({I}, {2, 6}) 
({O, 5}, {4}), ({O, 4}, {5}) 
({I, 5}, {3}) 
({O, 4, 9}, {3, 7}) 
({O, 4, 8}, {3, 8}) 
({I, 5, 9}, {2, 6}) 
(~O, 4, 8, I2}, {3, 7, 1I}) 

Conjugacy classes in Sp, (k) 

4 
2+2 
(2+2)0 
1+1+2 
1+1+1+1 

Conjugacy classes in SPo (k) 
6 
2+4 
1+1+4 
3+3 
2+2+2 
1+1+2+2 
1+1+(2+2)0 
1+1+1+1+2 
1+1+1+1+1+1 

6.2. Let char (k)=2. To denote the unipotent classes in S02n (k) 
we use the same convention as in 6.1 for the unipotent classes of SP2n (k)~ 
If {A, B} e y~, evell' we consider A and B as subsets of N. 

Elements of yt evell 

{{O}, {4}}, {{O, 4}, fJ} 
{{I}, {3}} 
{{2}, {2}} 
HO; 4}, {I, 7}} 
{{O, 5}, {I, 6}}, {{I, 5}, {a, 6}} 
{{O, 4}, {2, 6}} 
{{I, 5}, {l, 5}} 

Conjugacy classes in SOs (k) 
2+6 
4+4 
(4+4)0 (twice) 
1+1+2+4 
1+1+3+3 
2+2+2+2 
(2+2+2+2)0 (twice) 
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{{O,4, 8}, {I, 5, IOn 
{{O, 4, 9}, {I, 5, 9n 
{{O, 4, 8, I2}, {I, 5, 9, 13}} 

1+1+1+1+2+2 
1+1 +1+1 +(2+2)0 
1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1 

6.3. Let char (k)i=2. We describe the part of the generalized 
Springer correspondence for G=Spin", (k)(l2~n~15) pertaining to a one 
dimensional representation of the centre of G which is non trivial on the 
kernel of the natural isogeny G---l-SOn (k). For n E {I2, 13, 15} this part 
of the generalized Springer correspondence forms a single family indexed 
by W;'. For n=I4 there are two families indexed respectively by W;- and 
W;'. We let ~ denote the empty partition. 

n=12 n=13 
W;' unipotent class W;' unipotent class 
(3, ~) 1+11 (3, ~) 13 
(1+2, ~) 1+2+2+7 (1+2, ~) 2+2+9 
(1+1+1, ~) 1+2+2+2+2+3 (I+I+I,~) 2+2+2+2+5 
(2,1) 5+7 (2, 1) 1+3+9· 
(1+1,1) 1+3+4+4 (1+ 1,1) 4+4+5 
(1,2) 6+6 (1,2) 1+6+6 
(1,1+1) 2+2+4+4 (1,1+1) 1+2+2+3+5 
(~, 3) 3+9 (~, 3) 1+5+7 
(~, 1+2) 2+2+3+5 (~, 1+2) 1+2+2+4+4 
(~,1+1+1) 2+2+2+2+2+2 ~1+I+D 1+2+2+2+2+2+2 

n=14 n=15 
W;- unipotent class W;' unipotent class 
(1, ~) 3+11 (3, ~) 15 
(~, 1) 2+2+3+7 (1 +2,~) 1+3+11 

W;' unipotent class (1+1+I,~) 1+2+2+3+7 
(2,1) 2+2+11 

(2, ~) 1+13 (1+1,1) 4+4+7 
(1+1, ~) 5+9 (1,2) 3+5+7 
(1, 1) 1+2+2+9 (1,1+1) 2+2+2+2+7 
(~, 2) 1+4+4+5 (~, 3) 3+6+6 
(~,I+l) 1+2+2+2+2+5 (~, 1+2) 2+2+3+4+4 

~1+I+D2+2+2+2+2+2+3 
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